Abstract-Characteristics of the radiation of electromagnetic waves from the flat metallic waveguide filled with a dielectric and having the finite number of non-uniform parallel slots placed on one side of the waveguide excited by a fundamental waveguide wave are studied. This structure allows an accurate electrodynamic solution with minimum familiar radiophysical assumptions and as a model might give good correspondence to real antennas fabricated of thin foiled dielectric having electrically long slots. The problem is solved by the method of analytical semi-inversion of original problem operator in combination with the method of moments. Near and far radiation fields (Е and Н-field components), and power characteristics of reflected and propagated in the waveguide fields are analyzed also.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional diffraction and radiation problems for plane metal structures are actually up to date due to the fact that some of them may be solved in accurate electrodynamic formulation. The solution obtained is valuable as in electromagnetic theory and also for practical realization as leaky-wave antenna, as well as slotted-guide antenna (that might be integrated in a substrate of more complicated device), frequency-selective surface, etc. Moreover, such solutions should be used as a reference templet for verification of a correctness of intensively developing numerical methods, such as a grid method (for instance, the FDTD-method) using directly step-by-step discretization of the curl Maxwell equations. The optional selection of the grid for these methods frequently is the determining factor to obtain a proper solution of some specific boundary-value problems.
The goal of this work is to obtain the solution of EM wave radiation problem for a metal waveguide filled with a dielectric and having a finite number of non-uniformly parallel placed slots with different width on one its side. The structure is excited by Е1 wave of the plane waveguide. The problem is solved by the method of analytical semi-inversion of EM wave scattering operator in combination with the method of moments (MoM). The solution is reduced to a system of linear algebraic equations (SLAE) of the second kind under unknown coefficients of the Fourier-amplitude of seeking field expanded into the Neumann series. The numerical algorithm of this solution is constructed as a result. The analysis of obtained physical characteristics is considered concerning slotted-guide antennas (SGA). The near and far radiated fields (E and H components) and their Fourier-amplitudes, as well as power characteristics of transmitted and reflected in waveguide fields are analyzed and discussed. It should be noted, that studying structure is a multiparametric model, because of the number of slots, the each slot width, their mutual spacing and the permittivity of waveguide filling are variable values.
Special place in SGA radiation characteristic studying is occupied by parallel-plate waveguides with a system of slots on its side. Some of such problems allow an accurate electrodynamic solution under minimum familiar radiophysical assumptions. This situation certainly gives the possibility of more complete considering of physical features of radiating process.
Thus, in [1] is considered a parallel-flat waveguide with a finite number of arbitrarily placed slots of different width in assumption, that waveguide is filled by lossless dielectric and waveguide thickness is much more less then the distance between slots end. The waveguide excitation wave and the propagation one are assumed to be fundamental TEM-mode only. Numerical results are presented for equidistant slots and non-uniform quasi-periodic SGA. 
II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
, and k is the wavenumber.
Such antenna model should good correspond to real SGA fabricated from thin foiled dielectric (teflon,flan) using printed circuit technology, with slots length equal to several wavelength.
III. THE METHOD OF SOLUTION
Let us represent a field in the half-space 
We apply the projection operator method and MoM [3] to obtain, as a result, the SLAE-1 and SLAE-2 in unknown coefficients ) (n p c .
After some transformations, the SLAE-1 represents the system of the second kind with completely continuous matrix operator in the 2 l space for obtaining coefficients 
When the solution for SLAE-1 is already obtained, the 
SLAE-2 in unknown coefficients
Thus, the problem solution is reduced to a numerical calculation of coefficients
. After this, spectral amplitudes of EM fields are sought by means of which all electrodynamic characteristics of the structure are expressed.
IV. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FIELDS
The basic characteristics of the scattered field interesting for studying are x H and y E components of radiated from waveguide slots field, as well as the field reflected from slots and transmitted to waveguide.
The power of transmitted to and reflected of the waveguide wave normalized to the power of the exciting wave is expressed as , where
. The real part of radiated from slots power, i.e. the coefficient of radiation that is a ratio of the power radiated into the space 0 > z to the exciting wave power, has the form ( )
As a result, the power balance in its real form can be written as ( ) by applying the change of variables [2, 4] , as well as simple poles in denominator corresponding to propagating waveguide waves should be excluded, too [5] .
The Fourier-amplitudes of the field radiated from slots in waveguide are shown in Fig.2 for parameters of the structure which are given in the next section of this paper. It is evidently, that dependencies in Fig. 2b decay with the increasing of argument much more rapidly then analogues curves in Fig.2a . This fact defines the necessary limits of numerical integration for specified accuracy of calculations. that means that for each slot there is its own order of truncation which depends on this slot width.
VI. THE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
The algorithm and computer FORTRAN program are constructed, that allow calculating physical characteristics of wave radiating and scattering from the structure. Calculations are performed for following parameters, the number of slots is equal to three, relative height of waveguide is , which quite corresponds to the given accuracy of computing.
The normalized amplitude distribution of radiated from slots fields y E и x H in the far-field zone [6] are shown in Fig. 3 Two central directional lobes in the radiation pattern in Fig.3-4 are caused by the fact that the width of the central slot in the structure is more than wavelength of the exiting wave.
The certain interest represents amplitude and phase distributions of the near radiation field [6] shown in Fig.5-6 at the distance from waveguide equal to λ
. We single out in the abscissa axis regions corresponding to slots in waveguide for the convenience of the analysis of dependencies given in Fig.5-6 . 
VII. CONCLUSION
The mathematical technique and numerical algorithm for the solution of EM wave radiation from plane, filled with the dielectric, waveguide having finite number of different slots on one its side are obtained. The analysis of radiated from slots field gives the possibility, in future, to realize structure parameters choose by taking into consideration previously imposed practical conditions and, in particular, calculations of relatively thin SGA.
